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Operations Management provides a broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic,
practical manner using the best of available research and practice. It explains the theory and
practice of operations management with the aid of examples and video case studies covering a
wide range of products, services, and sectors. The specific needs of Indian students and
managers are addressed by providing valuable insights into operations management issues
and practices across various sectors in India. Students are encouraged to apply their learning
to real-life challenges through a multitude of problems in the text and integrated case studies
on video.
In this completely revised and updated edition of the customer service classic, Carl Sewell
enhances his time-tested advice with fresh ideas and new examples and explains how the
groundbreaking “Ten Commandments of Customer Service” apply to today’s world. Drawing
on his incredible success in transforming his Dallas Cadillac dealership into the second largest
in America, Carl Sewell revealed the secret of getting customers to return again and again in
the original Customers for Life. A lively, down-to-earth narrative, it set the standard for
customer service excellence and became a perennial bestseller. Building on that solid
foundation, this expanded edition features five completely new chapters, as well as significant
additions to the original material, based on the lessons Sewell has learned over the last ten
years. Sewell focuses on the expectations and demands of contemporary consumers and
employees, showing that businesses can remain committed to quality service in the fast-paced
new millennium by sticking to his time-proven approach: Figure out what customers want and
make sure they get it. His “Ten Commandants” provide the essential guidelines, including: •
Underpromise, overdeliver: Never disappoint your customers by charging them more than they
planned. Always beat your estimate or throw in an extra service free of charge. • No
complaints? Something’s wrong: If you never ask your customers what else they want, how
are you going to give it to them? • Measure everything: Telling your employees to do their best
won’t work if you don’t know how they can improve.
Financial Management: Theory and Practice celebrates the 23rd Anniversary of its publication.
Over these two decades, Indian business and finance have considerably changed owing to
deregulation, liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation, and the ascendance of the services
sector. The book has kept pace with these changes and captures the central themes and
concerns of corporate financial management-making it both contemporary and
comprehensive.The book seeks to:*Build understanding of the central ideas and theories of
modern finance*Develop familiarity with the analytical techniques helpful in financial decision
making *Furnish institutional material relevant for understanding the environment in which
financial decisions are taken *Discuss the practice of financial management.
"Covers the core concepts and theories of production and operations management in the
global as well as Indian context. Includes boxes, solved numerical examples, real-world
examples and case studies, practice problems, and videos. Focuses on strategic decision
making, design, planning, and operational control"--Provided by publisher.
Features - Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management provides a
broad introduction to operations in the contemporary business environment. It explains
operations management (OM) concepts in a realistic and practical manner by using case
studies related to a wide range of products, services, and sectors from around the globe. An
extensive collection of practice problems is included in the book to encourage applicationoriented, active learning. These problems are supported by various solved problems and
worked examples that can help students to complete and understand assignments even when
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they are not in class.
Combining a quantitative approach with a managerial issues approach, this introduction to
productions and operations management provides coverage of every P/OM topic - from reengineering to teams, to total quality management ideas, to layout, to finite scheduling to
technology. It focuses on eleven critical decisions - both strategic and tactical - that managers
must make for meeting customer needs and increasing productivity in a dynamic, global
economy.
This ninth edition allows students to apply what they've learned to real company challenges &
best practices by offering a multitude of problems in the text & integrated case studies,
including a new focus on the Darden Restaurants.

Score your highest in Operations Management Operations management is an important
skill for current and aspiring business leaders to develop and master. It deals with the
design and management of products, processes, services, and supply chains.
Operations management is a growing field and a required course for most
undergraduate business majors and MBA candidates. Now, Operations Management
For Dummies serves as an extremely resourceful aid for this difficult subject. Tracks to
a typical course in operations management or operations strategy, and covers topics
such as evaluating and measuring existing systems' performance and efficiency,
materials management and product development, using tools like Six Sigma and Lean
production, designing new, improved processes, and defining, planning, and controlling
costs of projects. Clearly organizes and explains complex topics Serves as an
supplement to your Operations Management textbooks Helps you score your highest in
your Operations Management course Whether your aim is to earn an undergraduate
degree in business or an MBA, Operations Management For Dummies is indispensable
supplemental reading for your operations management course.
Anybody working in sport management will be involved in the operation of a sports
facility at some point in their career. It is a core professional competency at the heart of
successful sport business. Sport Facility Operations Management is a comprehensive
and engaging textbook which introduces cutting-edge concepts in facilities and
operations management, including practical guidance from professional facility
managers. Now in a fully revised and updated second edition—which introduces new
chapters on capital investment and operational decision-making—the book covers all
fundamental aspects of sport facility operations management from a global perspective,
including: ownership structures and financing options planning, design, and
construction processes organizational and human resource management financial and
operations management legal concerns marketing management and event planning
risk assessment and security planning benchmarking and performance management
Each chapter contains newly updated real-world case studies and discussion
questions, innovative 'Technology Now!' features and step-by-step guidance through
every element of successful sport facilities and operations management, while an
expanded companion website offers lecture slides, a sample course syllabus, a bank of
multiple-choice and essay questions, glossary flashcards links to further reading, and
appendices with relevant supplemental documentation. With a clear structure running
from planning through to the application of core management disciplines, Sport Facility
Operations Management is essential reading for any sport management course.
A broad introduction to operations, reinforced with extensive practice problems.
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management presents a
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broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic and practical manner, while
offering the largest and most diverse collection of issues on the market. Solved
problems and worked examples found in the 13th Edition provide ample support -- to
help readers better understand concepts important to today's operations management
professionals. For a briefer version without the business analytic modules at the end of
the text, see Heizer/Render/Munson's Principles of Operations Management:
Sustainability and Supply Chain Management, 11e (0135173930 / 9780135173930).
For courses in operations management. Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobileoptimized, personalized reading experience that can be adopted on its own as the main
course material. It lets students highlight, take notes, and review key vocabulary all in
one place, even when offline. Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich media
engage students and give them access to the help they need, when they need it.
Educators can easily customize the table of contents, schedule readings and share
their own notes with students so they see the connection between their eText and what
they learn in class -- motivating them to keep reading, and keep learning. And, reading
analytics offer insight into how students use the eText, helping educators tailor their
instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is for the Pearson eText access card. For students
purchasing this product from an online retailer, Pearson eText is a fully digital delivery
of Pearson content and should only be purchased when required by your instructor. In
addition to your purchase, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor,
to register for and use Pearson eText.
Operation Strategy Second Edition Nigel Slack and Michael Lewis Ideal for Advanced
Undergraduate and Postgraduate students, this book builds on concepts from Strategic
Management, Operations Management, Marketing and HRM to give students a
comprehensive understanding of Operations Strategy. Features Comprehensive and
accessible with authoritative authorship and an excellent blend of theory and practice A
European context Engaging case studies Teaching resources including an Instructor’s
Manual with extensive case notes and PowerPoint slides
atwww.pearsoned.co.uk/slack. What’s New? This new edition has been focused to
concentrate on the most significant topics in the subject, with 10 chapters replacing the
previous 15. New material has been added and coverage of some older topics has
been revised (see new table of contents). End-of-chapter case exercises have been
replaced by a major end-of-book section of ‘Harvard-type’ cases. New to the
Instructor’s resources online: additional cases and a set of questions and answers for
class use / exam use. New coverage of hot topics, such as the implications of ERP and
Six Sigma on ops strategy, agility and it’s inter-relationship with lean, supply
management issues, operations strategy for competitive advantage and SCM, and
implementation.
Throughput Optimization In Robotic Cells provides practitioners, researchers, and
students with up-to-date algorithmic results on sequencing of robot moves and
scheduling of parts in robotic cells. It brings together the structural results developed
over the last 25 years for the various realistic models of robotic cells. This book is
ideally suited for use in a graduate course or a research seminar on robotic cells.
A text/CD-ROM introduction to operations management, organized around 10 critical
decisions in practice. Part I introduces concepts, and Part II describes designing
operations. Part III describes managing operations in terms of performance, and Part IV
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outlines analytical techniques for decision making. Pedagogical features include margin
notes, worked examples, critical thinking exercises, and database application problems.
Also includes 46 case studies, global company profiles, boxed readings from
newspapers, and video cases. The CD-ROM contains slides of main points, quizes,
and simulation software. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
Assuming no prior knowledge of IS or IT, this book explains new concepts and terms as
simply as possible. The importance of information in developing a company business
strategy and assisting decision making is explained in this study volume.
Now in its seventh edition, this text provides a state-of-the-art overview of operations
management. It includes a new chapter on capacity planning and a 'behind the scenes'
look at the integration of operation management at Hard Rock Cafe.
Creating value through Operations Management. Operations Management provides
readers with a comprehensive framework for addressing operational process and
supply chain issues. This text uses a systemized approach while focusing on issues of
current interest. NOTE: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access card
order the ISBN below: 0132960559 / 9780132960557 Operations Management:
Processes and Supply Chains Plus NEW MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package Package consists of 0132807394 / 9780132807395 Operations Management:
Processes and Supply Chains 0132940477 / 9780132940474 NEW MyOMLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Operations Management: Processes and Supply
Chains
A broad introduction to operations, reinforced with extensive practice problems
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management presents a
broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic and practical manner, while
offering the largest and most diverse collection of issues on the market. Solved
problems and worked examples found in the 13th Edition provide ample support -- to
help readers better understand concepts important to today's operations management
professionals.
For courses in Operations Management. A broad, practical introduction to operations,
reinforced with an extensive collection of practice problems Principles of Operations
Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management presents a broad
introduction to the field of operations in a realistic and practical manner, while offering
the largest and most diverse collection of issues on the market. Problems found in the
Tenth Edition contain ample support-found in the book's solved-problems and worked
examples-to help readers better understand concepts important to today's operations
management professionals. For a more comprehensive version with the business
analytic modules at the end of the text, see Heizer/Render's Operations Management:
Sustainability and Supply Chain Management Plus MyOMLab with Pearson eText -Access Card Package, 12/e (0134422406 / 9780134422404). Also Available with
MyOMLabTM This title is available with MyOMLab-an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve
results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. NOTE: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyOMLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyOMLab search for: 0134422414 /
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9780134422411 Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply
Chain Management Plus MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e
Package consists of: 0134181980 / 9780134181981 Principles of Operations
Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management 0134184114 /
9780134184111 MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Principles of
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management presents a
broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic, meaningful and practical
manner, while offering the largest and most diverse collection of issues on the market.
KEY TOPICS: Operations and Productivity;Operations Strategy in a Global
Environment;Project Management; Forecasting;Design of Goods and
Services;Sustainability in the Supply Chain;Managing Quality; Statistical Process
Control;Process Strategy;Capacity and Constraint Management;Location
Strategies;Layout Strategies;Human Resources, Job Design, and Work
Measurement;Supply-Chain Management; Supply Chain Management
Analytics;Inventory Management;Aggregate Planning and Sales and Operations
Planning;Material Requirements Planning (MRP) and ERP;Short-Term
Scheduling;Lean Operations;Maintenance and Reliability MARKET: Appropriate for
Operations Management courses.
Operations ManagementSustainability and Supply Chain ManagementPearson College
Division
A broad introduction to operations, reinforced with extensive practice problems.
Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management
presents a broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic and practical
manner, while offering the largest and most diverse collection of issues on the market.
Problems found in the 11th Edition contain ample support -- found in the book's solvedproblems and worked examples -- to help readers better understand concepts
important to today's operations management professionals. This text is available in two
versions: Operations Management, 13th Edition, a hardcover, and Principles of
Operations Management, 11th Edition, a paperback. Both books include the identical
core Chapters 1--17. However, Operations Management, 13th Edition also includes a
Part IV with seven business analytics modules. For courses in operations management.
Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience
that can be adopted on its own as the main course material. It lets students highlight,
take notes, and review key vocabulary all in one place, even when offline. Seamlessly
integrated videos and other rich media engage students and give them access to the
help they need, when they need it. Educators can easily customize the table of
contents, schedule readings and share their own notes with students so they see the
connection between their eText and what they learn in class -- motivating them to keep
reading, and keep learning. And, reading analytics offer insight into how students use
the eText, helping educators tailor their instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is for the Pearson
eText access card. For students purchasing this product from an online retailer,
Pearson eText is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content and should only be
purchased when required by your instructor. In addition to your purchase, you will need
a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson eText.
The approach used by Hoyle, Schaefer, and Doupnik in the new edition allows students
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to think critically about accounting, just as they will do while preparing for the CPA
exam and in their future careers. With this text, students gain a well-balanced
appreciation of the Accounting profession. As Hoyle 12e introduces them to the field's
many aspects, it often focuses on past controversies and present resolutions. The text
continues to show the development of financial reporting as a product of intense and
considered debate that continues today and into the future. The writing style of the
eleven previous editions has been highly praised. Students easily comprehend chapter
concepts because of the conversational tone used throughout the book. The authors
have made every effort to ensure that the writing style remains engaging, lively, and
consistent which has made this text the market leading text in the Advanced Accounting
market. The 12th edition includes an increased integration of IFRS as well as updated
accounting standards.
Remarkable change is the new reality of International Business. The accelerating crossborder flow of products, services, capital, ideas, technology and people are driving
businesses--large and small--to internationalise. International Business 1st Australasian
edition: the New Realities is a rigorous resource which motivates and prepares future
managers to operate in multi-national settings, by delivering a teaching system that
works. Based on the authors’ collective teaching and working experience–as well as
discussions with practitioners, students, and faculty staff—this is a complete teaching
and learning system where cases, exercises and management skill builders are
seamlessly integrated and matched to the topics in each chapter. Case studies from a
wide variety of markets relevant to Australasian businesses, including ASEAN countries
(e.g. Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia) as well as China, India, Japan, South Korea,
Pakistan, Europe and the Middle East, provide a real-world perspective to theories and
examine the latest trends in international business. For undergraduate students
majoring in international business or post-graduate courses in international business.
We've all had friendships that have gone bad. Whether it takes the form of a simple yet
inexplicable estrangement or a devastating betrayal, a failed friendship can make your
life miserable, threaten your success at work or school, and even undermine your
romantic relationships.Finally there is help. In When Friendship Hurts, Jan Yager,
recognized internationally as a leading expert on friendship, explores what causes
friendships to falter and explains how to mend them -- or end them. In this
straightforward, illuminating book filled with dozens of quizzes and real-life examples,
Yager covers all the bases, including:The twenty-one types of negative friends -- a
rogues' gallery featuring such familiar types as the Blood-sucker, the Fault-finder, the
Promise Breaker, and the Copycat How to recognize destructive friends as well as how
to find ideal onesThe e-mail effect -- how electronic communication has changed
friendships for both the better and the worseThe misuse of friendship at work -- how to
deal with a co-worker's lies, deceit, or attempts at revenge How to stop obsessing
about a failed friendshipAnd much moreThe first highly prescriptive book to focus on
the complexities of friendship, When Friendship Hurts demonstrates how, why, and
when to let go of bad friends and how to develop the positive friendships that enrich our
lives on every level. For everyone who has ever wondered about friends who betray,
hurt, or reject them, this authoritative book provides invaluable insights and advice to
resolve the problem once and for all.
In this textbook, Heizer (business administration, Texas Lutheran U.) and Render
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(operations management, Rollins College) provide a broad introduction to the field of
operations management. A sampling of topics includes operations strategy for
competitive advantage, forecasting, design of goods and services, human resources, ecommerce, project management, inventory management, and maintenance. The CDROM contains video case studies, lecture notes, Excel OM and Extend software, and
additional practice problems. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc., Portland, OR
"WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION" "HOW COULD YOU DO THAT TO ME?" We've all
had friendships that have gone bad. Whether it takes the form of a simple yet
inexplicable estrangement or a devastating betrayal, a failed friendship can make your
life miserable, threaten your success at work or school, and even undermine your
romantic relationships. Finally there is help. In When Friendship Hurts, Jan Yager,
recognized internationally as a leading expert on friendship, explores what causes
friendships to falter and explains how to mend them -- or end them. In this
straightforward, illuminating book filled with dozens of quizzes and real-life examples,
Yager covers all the bases, including: The twenty-one types of negative friends -- a
rogues' gallery featuring such familiar types as the Blood-sucker, the Fault-finder, the
Promise Breaker, and the Copycat How to recognize destructive friends as well as how
to find ideal ones The e-mail effect -- how electronic communication has changed
friendships for both the better and the worse The misuse of friendship at work -- how to
deal with a co-worker's lies, deceit, or attempts at revenge How to stop obsessing
about a failed friendship And much more The first highly prescriptive book to focus on
the complexities of friendship, When Friendship Hurts demonstrates how, why, and
when to let go of bad friends and how to develop the positive friendships that enrich our
lives on every level. For everyone who has ever wondered about friends who betray,
hurt, or reject them, this authoritative book provides invaluable insights and advice to
resolve the problem once and for all.
This edited book presents cutting edge international research in operations
management sustainability and topical research themes. As the sustainability agenda
gains greater prominence and momentum throughout society, business actors and
stakeholders are increasingly concerned with the impact of current business operations.
There is a growing need for OM research and practice which reflects these concerns.
Based on demands from industry and society at large, universities and schools now
develop academic programs which are meant to serve this need – yet there is no clear
and manifest research program concerning OM and sustainability. This book is of use
to both researchers orientating themselves in this new and exciting field and educators
seeking inspiration to develop new courses.
30 up-to-date case studies illuminate every aspect of modern supply chain
management • Risk management, analytics, global supply chain issues, and much
more • Innovative processes, technologies, strategies, and tactics • An indispensable
resource for both students and practitioners This casebook brings together 30 focused
cases addressing virtually every aspect of supply chain management, from
procurement to warehousing, strategy to risk management, IT to supplier selection and
ethics. A global team of contributors presents key challenges in industries ranging from
pharmaceuticals to fashion and previews issues ranging from the “limits of lean” to the
potential of 3-D printing. Cases vary in length and complexity, offering maximum
flexibility to both instructors and readers; a convenient table provides fast access to
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specific topics. Qualitative cases are supported by relevant discussion questions and
sample responses; quantitative cases are supported by completed numerical solutions,
and, where applicable, associated spreadsheets.
For undergraduate Operations Management courses. A broad, practical introduction to
operations, reinforced with an extensive collection of practice problems. Operations
Management presents a broad introduction to the field of operations in a realistic and practical
manner, while offering the largest and most diverse collection of problems on the market. The
problems found in this text also contain ample support--found in the book's solved-problems,
worked examples, and myomlab, Pearson's new online homework and tutorial system--to help
students complete and understand assignments even when they're not in class. Note: This is
the standalone book, if you want the book/access card order the ISBN below: 0133130762 /
9780133130768 Operations Management Plus NEW MyOmLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package Package consists of: 013292062X / 9780132920629 NEW MyOMLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Operations Management 0132921146 / 9780132921145
Operations Management
Directed primarily toward undergraduate business college/university majors, this text also
provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. Principles of
Operations Management, 9/e presents a broad introduction to the field of operations in a
realistic and practical manner, while offering the largest and most diverse collection of
problems on the market. The problems found in this text also contain ample support--found in
the book's solved-problems and worked examples. Note: this is the standalone book, if you
want the book/access card order the ISBN below: 0133130754 / 9780133130751 Principles of
Operations Management Plus NEW MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0132968363 / 9780132968362 Principles of Operations Management
0132972549 / 9780132972543 NEW MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Principles of Operations Mangement
For courses in Operations Management. A broad, practical introduction to operations,
reinforced with an extensive collection of practice problems Principles of Operations
Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management presents a broad introduction to
the field of operations in a realistic and practical manner, while offering the largest and most
diverse collection of issues on the market. Problems found in the Tenth Edition contain ample
support–found in the book’s solved-problems and worked examples–to help readers better
understand concepts important to today’s operations management professionals. For a more
comprehensive version with the business analytic modules at the end of the text, see
Heizer/Render’s Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management Plus
MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 12/e (0134422406 / 9780134422404).
Also Available with MyOMLabTM This title is available with MyOMLab–an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and
improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyOMLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyOMLab search for: 0134422414 / 9780134422411 Principles of
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management Plus MyOMLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e Package consists of: 0134181980 /
9780134181981 Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain
Management 0134184114 / 9780134184111 MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -for Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain Management
A short, non-technical introduction to operations management, this text covers most
mathematical techniques, including decision-making tools (decision trees), linear programming,
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transportation modelling, learning curves, waiting line models and simulation. chapters on
operation strategy, supply chain management, and just-in-time systems. The text also covers
up-to date topics, such as re-engineering, global competition, open (vitual) organizations, finite
scheduling, teams, and employee empowerment. POM for Windows software is available with
this text.
Since the beginning of mankind on Earth, if the "busyness" process was successful, then some
form of benefit sustained it. The fundamentals are obvious: get the right inputs (materials,
labor, money, and ideas); transform them into highly demanded, quality outputs; and make it
available in time to the end consumer. Illustrating how operations relate to the rest of the
organization, Production and Operations Management Systems provides an understanding of
the production and operations management (P/OM) functions as well as the processes of
goods and service producers. The modular character of the text permits many different
journeys through the materials. If you like to start with supply chain management (Chapter 9)
and then move on to inventory management (Chapter 5) and then quality management
(Chapter 8), you can do so in that order. However, if your focus is product line stability and
quick response time to competition, you may prefer to begin with project management
(Chapter 7) to reflect the continuous project mode required for fast redesign rapid response.
Slides, lectures, Excel worksheets, and solutions to short and extended problem sets are
available on the Downloads / Updates tabs. The project management component of P/OM is
no longer an auxiliary aspect of the field. The entire system has to be viewed and understood.
The book helps students develop a sense of managerial competence in making decisions in
the design, planning, operation, and control of manufacturing, production, and operations
systems through examples and case studies. The text uses analytical techniques when
necessary to develop critical thinking and to sharpen decision-making skills. It makes
production and operations management (P/OM) interesting, even exciting, to those who are
embarking on a career that involves business of any kind.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -A supplement of an additional 173 homework problems with 4 variations of difficulty level.
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